Joint Solution Overview
Axis - Agent Vi

Agent Vi - Axis
Partnership

Agent Vi has partnered with Axis to offer end-to-end
intelligent video surveillance solutions for real-time event
detections and alerts, video investigation and business
intelligence applications. As a longtime member of Axis
Communications Technology Integration Program, Agent Vi
has been solving complex customer problems with Axis
products since 2005 enabling customers to maximize their
surveillance investment.

Agent Vi’s AI-Powered Video Analytics Software - innoVi
innoVi is Agent Vi’s feature-rich AI- powered video analytics software platform. innoVi provides a broad
set of highly sophisticated video analytics capabilities for enhanced security and safety. innoVi is
available as a cloud-based SaaS or as an on-premise software, offering capabilities that meet the
needs of any Axis customer.
innoVi is an open architecture video analytics software platform which is applicable to any surveillance
system. Its scalable robust architecture is applicable to installations of all sizes, with any number of
cameras across multiple distributed sites, while offering the most attractive TCO. As a mission-critical
Cloud platform, innoVi was designed to provide high service availability, full redundancy, seamless
automated backups and upgrades and 24/7 network & camera health monitoring. Customers who
choose to deploy innoVi locally (on-premise) still benefit from the same Cloud-architecture
advantages.

Agent Vi’s Competitive Advantages
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Advanced AI-Powered
Analytics

Open Architecture
Solutions

State of the art AI algorithms provide broad

Agent Vi's solutions operate with a wide

object classification capabilities at the
highest accuracy levels in the most
challenging environments

variety of 3rd party security products
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Comprehensive
Feature Set

SaaS &
On-Premise

A broad feature set incorporated into a
single platform, offering rule-based real-time

In addition to its on- premise software
deployment and licensing models, Agent Vi

event detection, autonomous anomaly
detection, forensic investigation, and
statistical analysis

offers its solutions as a cloud-based SaaS,
allowing infinite scalability
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Lowest TCO
The unique distributed architecture
combined with deep-learning
implementation over Intel CPUs rather than
expensive GPUs, positions innoVi as the
best priced solution in the market in terms
of hardware cost per camera

Find us:

Benefits of the innoVi- Axis Solution:
XProtect alarm

With deep knowledge gained over numerous
successful Axis- Agent Vi deployments globally,
Agent Vi has optimized innoVi to work seamlessly
with a wide range of Axis in-camera features.
In addition, Agent Vi developed customized
integrations for some specialized Axis capabilities

Improved analytics accuracy:
Enhanced innoVi forensic color detection through
application of Axis Auto White Balance
Expanded low light detection with Axis Wide Dynamic Range
Increased innoVi detection range with Axis image
stabilization
Improved innoVi precision and tracking in concert with
Axis barrel correction

Support for Axis video
streaming features
Full support built into innoVi for embedding passwords
and video profiles
Customized support for Axis multicast

Additional integrations
Direct integration between innoVi automation and
Axis digital I/O modules

For more information visit www.agentvi.com or email sales@agentvi.com
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